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Abstract
Cloud providers tend to save storage via cross-user deduplication, while users
who care about privacy tend to encrypt their files on client-side. Secure deduplication of encrypted data (SDoE) is an active research topic. In this paper, we
propose a formal security model for this problem. We also propose two singleserver SDoE protocols and prove their security in our model. We evaluate their
deduplication effectiveness via simulations with realistic datasets.

1

Introduction

Cloud storage services are very popular. Providers of cloud storage services routinely use cross-user deduplication to save costs: if two or more users upload
the same file, the storage provider stores only a single copy of the file. Users
concerned about privacy of their data may prefer encrypting their files on clientside before uploading them to cloud storage. This thwarts deduplication since
identical files are uploaded as completely different ciphertexts. Reconciling deduplication and encryption has been a very active research topic [3,10,4,15,19,13].
One proposed solution is convergent encryption (CE) [10] [4], which derives the
file encryption key solely and deterministically from the file contents. As a result,
identical files will always produce identical ciphertexts given identical public parameters. Unfortunately, a server compromised by the adversary can perform an
offline brute-force guessing attack over the ciphertexts, due to the determinstic
property of CE.
More recent solutions allow clients to encrypt their files using stronger encryption schemes while allowing the server to perform deduplication. They usually assume the presence of an independent (trusted) third parties [3] [15] [19].
However, in a cloud storage setting, like in many other commercial client-server
contexts, assuming the presence of an indepdent third party is unjustified in
practice [13] since it is unclear who can bear the costs of such third parties.
Moreover, such schemes cannot prevent the online brute-force guessing attacks
from a compromised active server.

Liu et al. proposed a single-server scheme for secure deduplication without the
need for any third party [13]. Their scheme uses a per-file rate limiting strategy
to prevent online brute-force guessing attacks by a compromised active server.
However, their security model and proof only cover one round of the protocol
(Section 9 in [14]). Consequently, their scheme is vunerable to additional attacks
when considering the long-term operation of the system which involves multiple
rounds of the protocol.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
– We propose a formal security model for the single-server “secure deduplication of encrypted data” (SDoE) (Section 2). We claim that a deduplication
scheme proved secure in this model can guarantee that, for a certain file, (1)
a compromised client cannot learn whether or not this file has already been
uploaded by someone else (Section 2.1), and (2) the only way for a compromised server to uniquely determine this file is by doing an online brute-force
attack (Section 2.2).
– We propose two new single-server deduplication schemes and prove their
security in our model. (Section 4)
– We show that their deduplication effectiveness is reasonable via simulations
with realistic datasets. (Section 5)

2

Security Model

We model the threats with security games played between an adversary (attacker) and a challenger. The challenger possesses some secret targeted by the
adversary. As in the real world, the adversary can interact with the challenger by
using different queries to the challenger. At the end of each game, the adversary
outputs what he has learned about the secret and he wins if his output is correct.
The restriction on queries are used to rule out the trivial cases of breaking the
security of the scheme.
2.1

Settings

We consider the generic setting for a cloud storage system where a set of clients
(Cs) store their files on a single storage server (S), and the Cs and S are always
communicating through secured channels. The deduplication happens at serverside, i.e., the client will always upload the encrypted file and the server knows
whether to discard the uploaded file or not after the protocol execution. All
theses participants are generalized as parties. Each party has a party identifier
pid; a flag τ indicating whether it is corrupted or not. Each C may have one or
more sessions connecting to the S, where each session has a session identifier
sid.
The internal state ΦC,pid of a C is a list of tuples {(fidi , ki )}, which stores the
identifier and the encryption key of each file owned by it. The internal state ΦS
of S contains a list DB = {(bi , fidi , %i , LOi )} and a list of current user identifiers
PID, where bi is a bit indicating whether the file has been uploaded or not, fidi

is an identifier of an encrypted file %i and LOi is the list of owners of %i . Note
that DB contains all possible files.
To initialize DB for the security game, the challenger first generate a list
of file owners with the corresponding identifier list PID. Let PIDh be the
identifier set of honest file owners. Note that before interacting with adversaries, PID = PIDh , but A can add new malicious identities to PID by using
RegisterCorrupt(pid) queries described bellow. Then for each fidi , the challenger
$

chooses bi ←
− {0, 1}. If bi = 0, the tuple would be (0, fidi , −, ∅, −). Otherwise,
it involves a session of a Cj uniformly at random to upload Fi and then makes
Cj modify its internal state accordingly. Afterwards the challenger stores the
ciphertext Ci generated by Cj in the uploading process and adds Cj to LOi . We
denote as DB0 the content of DB after initialization.
2.2

Security against a compromised client

Here, we want to model the attacks from a compromised client. The intuition is
that by interacting with the server, the client must not be able to learn whether
a file already exists in the cloud storage. We allow the adversary A that has
compromised one or more clients to make the following types of oracle queries
in the security experiments:
RegisterCorrupt(pid) The adversary A can register a (new) client with identifier
pid and τ = Corrupted. If pid ∈ PID, A gets the state ΦC,pid of pid,
including all the file identifiers and the corresponding file key {(f idi , ki )}
owned by pid. Otherwise A only gets an empty state. The challenger updates
PID := PID ∪ {pid} and marks pid as corrupted. In both cases, A can then
perfectly impersonate pid from this moment on.
Send(pid, sid, M ) The corresponding oracle computes on the input message M
following the SDoE protocol and returns the output message in the view of
all corrupted parties to A. This oracle models any single step of the SDoE
protocol.
Test() A signals the end of the security game to the challenger, ceases all the
interaction with oracles, and outputs a pair (F ∗ , b∗ ).
Let λ be the security parameter. Given the queries described above, we define the security experiment ExpSDoE
C,Π (λ) for a SDoE protocol Π against comSDoE
promised clients as follows: ExpC,Π (λ) = 1 if A replies to Test() with (F ∗ , b∗ )
and either of the following case happens:
S
– If b∗ = 0 and 6 ∃(f idj , kj ) ∈ pid∈P IDh ΦC,pid , (bi , f idi , Ci , LOi ) ∈ DB0 s.t.,
E(kj , F ∗ ) = Ci . (i.e., F ∗ has
S not been uploaded before).
– If b∗ = 1 and ∃(f idj , kj ) ∈ pid∈P IDh ΦC,pid , (bi , f idi , Ci , LOi ) ∈ DB0 s.t.,
E(kj , F ∗ ) = Ci . (i.e., F ∗ has been uploaded before).
But none of the following events happens before A outputs (F ∗ , b∗ ):
– A has issued RegisterCorrupt(pid) with pid ∈ PIDh , i.e., A cannot impersonate honest file owners.

– A has issued Send(pid, sid, M ) with pid ∈ PIDh . (A cannot force an honest
owner to send any messages.)

Definition 1. We define the advantage of an adversary A in the experiment
ExpSDoE
C,Π (λ) as
SDoE
AdvSDoE
C,Π (λ) = Pr[ExpC,Π (λ) = 1] −

2.3

1
2

Security against a compromised server

The intuition behind the security definition is that a SDoE scheme is secure
against a compromised server, if a file can only be uniquely determined by the
compromised server through an online brute-force attack for all candidate files.
The queries (adversary’s ability) captures the essence of concrete attacks, such
as registering malicious clients, uploading and tampering with some messages.
We allow the adversary A that has compromised the server to make the following
types of queries in the security experiments:
RegisterCorrupt(pid, θ) The same as that of compromised clients.
Send(pid, sid, M ) The same as that of compromised clients.
AccessDB() The adversary A gets all the Ci and the owner list of each Ci in ΦS
with bi = 1. If this is the ta -th query made by A, then for all the t-th queries
with t > ta , A also gets the updated Φs items with bi = 1 in addition to the
response for other queries.
Execute(pid, P, F ) As the initiator, A invokes a complete (sub-)protocol P with
party pid on the input file F and obtains all the messages exchanged, following the description of P .
Test() A outputs two files F0 , F1 with equal length. Upon receiving F0 , F1 , the
$

challenger chooses b ←
− {0, 1} and replies with a ciphertext Cb = Enc(kfb , Fb ).
0
A performs the above queries and then outputs a bit b .
We define the security experiment ExpSDoE
S,Π (λ) for a SDoE protocol Π against
partially compromised server as follows: ExpSDoE
S,Π (λ) = 1 if S replies to Test()
with b0 = b, but none of the following events happens before A outputs the bit
b0 :
– A has issued RegisterCorrupt(pid) with pid ∈ PIDh .
– A has issued Execute(pid, P, F ), F ∈ {F0 , F1 }. (A have not included F0 or
F1 in its online butte-force attacks.)
– A has issued Send(pid, sid, M ) with pid ∈ PIDh .
Definition 2. We define the advantage of an adversary A in the experiment
ExpSDoE
S,Π (λ) as
SDoE
AdvSDoE
S,Π (λ) = Pr[ExpS,Π (λ) = 1] −

1
2

3

PAKE based Deduplication

Bellovin and Merritt [7] proposed a password authenticated key exchange (PAKE)
protocol to against offline brute-force attacks even through users choose lowentropy passwords. PAKE enables two parties to set up a session key iff they
hold the same secret (“password”). Otherwise, neither party can learn anything
about the key output by the other party.
Bellare et al. provided a game-based definition for the security of PAKE [5].
A random bit b is chosen at the beginning of the game. They assume that there
is an adversary A that has complete control over the environment (mainly, the
network), and is allowed to query the following oracles:
Send(Ui , M ) : causes message M to be sent to instance Ui , which computes
following the protocol and gives the result to A. If this query causes Ui to
accept or terminate, this will also be shown to A.
Execute(Ai , Bj ) : causes the protocol to be executed to completion between Ai
and Bj , and outputs the transcript of the execution.
Reveal(Ui ) : output kUi , which is the session key held by Ui .
Test(Ui ) : if b = 1, output the session key kUi ; otherwise, output a string drawn
uniformly from the space of session keys.
Corrupt(Ui ) : output Ui ’s password.
Let SuccPAKE
(λ) be the event that A outputs a bit b0 = b but none of the
A
following events happens:
1. a Reveal(Ui ) query occurs;
2. a Reveal(Uj ) query occurs where Uj is the partner of Ui ;
3. a Corrupt(Ui ) query occurs before Ui defined its key kUi and a Send(Ui , M )
query occurred.
The advantage of A attacking a PAKE protocol is defined to be
def

AdvPAKE
(λ) = 2Pr[SuccPAKE
(λ)] − 1.
A
A
The PAKE protocol is considered secure if passwords are uniformly and independently drawn from a dictionary of size n:
AdvPAKE
(λ) ≤
A

nse
n

+ negl(λ),

where nse is the number of Send queries (to distinct instances Ui ). The intuition
behind this definition is that only online brute-force attacks are allowed in a
secure PAKE protocol.
PAKE-based SDoE. Liu et al. present a PAKE-based SDoE scheme that does
not depend on any additional independent servers [13]. Their scheme allows an
uploader to securely obtain the decryption key of another user who has previously
uploaded the same file. Specifically, the uploader C first sends a short hash of
its file (10-20 bits long) to S. S finds other clients who may hold the same
files based on the short hash, and lets them run a single round PAKE protocol

(routed through S) with the long hashes of their files as inputs. At the end of the
protocol, the uploader gets the key of another C if and only if they indeed hold
the same file. Otherwise, it gets a random key. The PAKE-based SDoE scheme
ΠPAKE is shown in Figure 1.
Cs protect themselves against online brute-force attacks by limiting the number of PAKE instances they will participate in for each file.
Security against compromised clients. As pointed out by Liu et al. themselves in [14], additional attacks are possible when considering the long-term
operation of the system. For example, a malicious client can upload a file and
then pretend to be offline. Later it uploads the same file using another identity. If
it gets the the same key as the one it got before, it knows that the file has been
uploaded be someone else. Another attack is also targeting the PAKE phase.
The adversary uploads a file F with the identity of C1 in the first protocol run.
It then uses a different identity C2 to upload F again. By observing whether C1
is involved in the PAKE phase with C2 for F , the adversary knows if there are
other owners of F .
In the next section, we will introduce two protocols that are immune to those
attacks and prove their security under our new model.

4

New SDoE Schemes

Recall that in ΠPAKE , there are two possible cases when an uploader uploads a
file: it either gets the key of a previous uploader of the same file or gets a new
random key. As described in the previous section, a malicious C can distinguish
between these two cases.
In this section, we address the issue in ΠPAKE by having Cs always get random
keys when they upload their files. We propose two schemes. The first scheme
(ΠPAKE,re-enc ) borrows the idea from proxy re-encryption [1]. S only keeps a
single copy of duplicated files. When C wants to download its file, S re-encrypts
the file so that C will download the same ciphertext as the one it uploaded.
However, this scheme requires public-key operations on the entire file, which is
not efficient for large files. So we propose a second scheme (ΠPAKE,popular ) that
only deduplicates popular files and only protects the privacy of unpopular files.
For unpopular files, Cs get random keys and download the same ciphertexts as
they uploaded. If those files become popular later, S deletes all duplicated copies
and provides a way to help Cs to transform their keys to the right key.
4.1

PAKE-based Deduplication with Re-encryption

The first scheme ΠPAKE,re-enc is shown in Figure 2. It is similar to ΠPAKE . In
the following description, the details of client authentication and file ownership
authentication are omitted. We assume that the owners of each file are stored in
an ordered list with respect to the upload time points. In the case that there are
more than one owner of a candidate file, the newest checker is chosen by S for
0
the PAKE phase. After PAKE, instead of masking kFi with kiR
, Ci generates a

Upload
C: F
sh ← SH(F )
h ← H(F )

S: Φ

{Ci : Fi , kFi }

sh
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If sh = shi
PAKE request
−−−−−−−−−−−→
({ki }, {ki0 }) ← PAKE(h, {hi })
⇐==========================⇒
{ki = kiL ||kiR }
0
0
{kiL
, kiR

{kiL , kiR ⊕ r}
−−−−−−−−−−−→

⊕ kF i }
←−−−−−−−−−−−

If ∃ kjL in {kiL , kiR ⊕ r} and
0
0
0
⊕ kF i }
in {kiL
, kiR
∃ kjL
0
s.t. kjL = kjL
dedup := true
e := r ⊕ kFj
Else
dedup := false
e := r0
e
←−−−−−−−−−−−
kF := e ⊕ r
c ← E(kF , F )
f id ← H(c)
c
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If c 6= cj
dedup := false
If dedup is true
drop c
Else
store c

Download
C: f id

S: Φ
f id
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If dedup is true
c := cj
c
←−−−−−−−−−−−

Fig. 1. PAKE-based deduplication scheme [13].

0
0
{ki0 = kiL
||kiR
}

0
random number ri , and masks both kFi and kiR
with ri . C only sends kiL to S.
0
If there is an index j s.t. kjL = kjL , S knows that C is uploading the same file
0
with Cj . Then, it keeps (rj − kFj ) and sends (kjR
+ rj ) to C. Otherwise, it sends
0
a random number r . C calculates its file key as kF := e − kjR and then encrypts
its file as F · g kF . Notice that if F is detected to be duplicated, kF is just the
randomness rj generated by Cj . S can just drop this ciphertext if deduplication
happens and stores the f id = H(C) as an alias of the file. Later, when C wants
to download F , C re-encrypts cj to kF : c := cj · g rj −kFj = F · g kFj g rj −kFj =
F · g rj = F · g kF . Notice that cj may be deduplicated already. In this case, S
need to calculate (r0 − kF0 ) + (r1 − kF1 )+, ..., +(rj − kFj ) = (rj − kF0 ), and then
transfer c0 to C’s ciphertext.
Security against compromised clients. Security of SDoE schemes cannot be
directly reduced to the semantic security of PAKE schemes in [5]. This technical
impossibility in the proof lies in the fact that the password (the hash of the file)
is always known to the adversary in SDoE prior to any other interactions in the
PAKE protocol. To overcome this difficulty, we expand the original definition
of the model in [5] in the following way, which we call the constrained PAKE
security game. Let sk = skL ||skR be the session key computed in the Test(i, s)
session, where |skL | = |skR | = 21 |sk|.

– The setup of this game is the same as in the original PAKE game except
that each party now holds an additional secret su ∈ K. A public function
1
f : K × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} 2 |sk| can be queried by the adversary as f (pi , ·).
– The Test(i, s)-query now returns tk = tkL ||tkR , where |tkL | = |tkR | = 12 |sk|.
The first half of tk is always the same as the the first half of the real session
key, i.e., tkL = skL . If b = 1, tkR = skR ⊕ f (si , Ti ), where Ti,s is the
$

1

transcript of this session. Otherwise tkR = skR ⊕ r, where r ←
− {0, 1} 2 |sk| .
0
The adversary wins if she outputs b = b.
– Corrupt(u) only returns the password P Wu but not the additional secret su .
– A session involving πis and πjt is fresh if both the following condition holds
• no Reveal(s, i) or Reveal(t, j) is made before Test(i, s).
• no f (pi , Ti,s ) is made before Test(i, s).
The winning condition and the advantage of an adversary in a constrainedPAKE game is defined in the same way as in the PAKE game.
Theorem 1 If there exists a ppt adversary C in ExpSDoE
C,ΠPAKE,re-enc (λ) with advantage C , then there also exists a ppt adversary A with advantage A in the
underlying constrained-PAKE game against Π in the random oracle model such
that
qH
C ≤ l + qH · A
2h
where Π is the PAKE oracle, lsh the length of the short hash, lh the length of
the long hash and qH is the distinct number of distinct files C has queried for
short hash, hash or uploaded.

Upload
C: F
sh ← SH(F )
h ← H(F )

S: Φ

{Ci : Fi , kFi }

sh
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If sh = shi
PAKE request
−−−−−−−−−−−→
({ki }, {ki0 }) ← PAKE(h, {hi })
⇐==========================⇒
{ki = kiL ||kiR }
0
0
{kiL
, (kiR
+ ri ), (ri − kFi )}a
←−−−−−−−−−−−

{kiL }
−−−−−−−−−−−→

0
0
{ki0 = kiL
||kiR
}

0
If ∃ kjL and kjL
0
s.t. kjL = kjL
dedup := true
keep (rj − kFj )
0
+ rj )
e := (kjR
Else
dedup := false
e := r0
randomly choose j

e, j
←−−−−−−−−−−−
kF := e − kjR
c ← F · g kF
f id ← H(c)
c
−−−−−−−−−−−→
r −k

If c 6= cj · g j Fj
dedup := false
If dedup is true
drop c
Else
store c

Download
C: f id

S: Φ
f id
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If dedup is true
r −k
c := cj · g j Fj
k
r −k
= F · g Fj g j Fj
rj
= F · g = F · g kF
c
←−−−−−−−−−−−

a

ri is chosen by Ci at random in a finite field. All additions and subtractions are in
the same field.

Fig. 2. PAKE-based deduplication via ciphertext transformation.

Proof. We use the sequence of games technique introduced in [18]. Furthermore,
we assume that the hash function is simulated by the challenger and all files are
of equal length.
Game 0 . This is the original game ExpSDoE
C,ΠPAKE,re-enc (λ).
0
C = AdvGame
(λ)
C

(1)

Game 1. Let F0 = {F10 , F20 , · · · , Fq0H } be the set of distinct files that C has
issued H-queries or check()-queries before C queries Challenge(). Let (F ∗ , b∗ ) be
the output of C.
0
If ∃Fj0 ∈ F0 : H(Fi0 ) = H(F ∗ ) ∧ Fi 6= F ∗ , abort the game. Therefore we have
0
AdvGame
(λ) ≤
C

qH
1
+ AdvGame
(λ)
C
2lh

(2)

This rule makes sure that no hash collision happens.
Game 2. Another abort rule is added in this game. The challenger makes a
guess of an index i ∈ {1, · · · , qH } and if F ∗ 6= Fi0 , the challenger aborts the
game. Thus we have
2
(λ)
AdvCGame 1 (λ) ≤ qH · AdvGame
C

(3)

Game 3. In this game, the random oracle in ΠPAKE,re-enc is replaced (implicitly)
by the random process for password generation. More specifically, we implicitly
define H : {0, 1}∗ → P W , where P W is the password space and all the public
parameters of Π (for example, group order and generator as in EKE2 in [6])
are included in the public parameters of ΠPAKE,re-enc . This replacement has no
impact on C’s view since all passwords and parameters in Π are also sampled
uniformly at random as required. Thus
3
2
(λ)
(λ) = AdvGame
AdvGame
C
C

(4)

We now construct an adversary A using C against the underlying PAKE
scheme Π . Let d be the nmber of distinct passwords used by parties initialized by
A’s PAKE challenger, where d ≥ qH 4 . When storing the files {F1 , · · · , Fn }, qH ≤
n ≤ d, A maps to those files n PAKE parties P1 , · · · , Pn with different passwords.
A then sets up the list PIDh and PID as described in the model and binds the
identifiers in PID to each file as owners randomly. Each file identifier f idi and
encryption key kFi are chosen according to the protocol definition and then used
to build each ΦC,pid . Finally A stores all the (bi , f idi , Fi , kFi , LOi ) tuples as
DB0 .
Answer the Hash queries H(Fj0 ).
1. A searches for (Fj0 , {Pj0 }) .
2. If found, A issues Corrupt(Pj0 ) and let the output of Corrupt(Pj0 ) be P WPj0 .
3. A returns P WPj0 to C.
4

we assume a polynomial sized file space.

Answer the RegisterCorrupt(pid). If pid ∈
/ PIDh , A simply enrols this pid in
PID. If pid ∈ PIDh , C fails automatically.
Answer the send(pid, M ). If pid ∈
/ PIDh , A answers the send-queries exactly as
in the SDoE protocol. The hash-value or the PAKE messages to be returned are
obtained in the same way as when answering hash queries.
During every PAKE-phase for uploading Fi , A uses Send to involve an oracle
πsi run by party Pi . Afterwards, except for one session involving F ∗ , A uses
Reveal on each accepted process Pi,s of party Pi to get session key ki,s .
Denote as P ∗ the PAKE party bound with F ∗ . For the PAKE test session
∗
T , A uses the PAKE Test queries to get a challenge session key tk∗. Then A
∗
∗
queries for f (P ∗ , T ∗ ) and computes kR
= tkR
⊕ f (P ∗ , T ∗ ). Finally A chooses an
∗
∗
r and uses kR as defined in SDoE protocol ΠPAKE,re-enc .
Let i be the original index of F ∗ in DB0 . A outputs 1 if b∗ = bi and 0
otherwise. Note that if b = 0 in the constrained PAKE experiment, the right half
∗
∗
of tk ∗ is random bit-strings and so is kR
= tkR
⊕ f (P ∗ , T ∗ ). As a consequence,
e is also random. Therefore in this case, C also has no advantage. On the other
∗
is correctly distributed as in ΠPAKE,re-enc . The probability C
hand, if b = 1, kR
outputs the correct b∗ is the same as A outputs the correct b. Thus we have
3
A = AdvGame
(λ)
C

(5)

By combining (1) to (5), we have proved Theorem 1.
Security against compromised server. Next, we prove the security of ΠPAKE,re-enc
against a compromised server, which leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 2 If there exists a ppt adversary S in ExpSDoE
S,ΠPAKE,re-enc (λ) with advantage S when sh(F0 ) = sh(F1 ), then there also exist a ppt adversary A with
advantage A in the underlying IND-KPA game against Πenc in the random oracle model and a ppt but passive adversary B against the PAKE-protocol Π with
advantage B such that
S ≤

2C · Ne
+ B +
|K|



2lsh
qH

2

2|F|2 · A



where C is the maximal number of owners of each file, K the key space of Πenc ,
Ne the number of Execute queries, F the file space, lsh the length of the short
hash, qH the number of distinct files that S has queried for its hash or short hash
and Πenc is the encryption scheme for files.
Proof. First we consider two different cases for S to win.
1. S has issued Execute(pid, P, F ) and seen at least one file keys collide into
any of the file keys of the equivalent ciphertexts of F0 or F1 .
2. S has not seen any colliding keys by issuing Execute(pid, P, F ).
In case 1, since each Execute(pid, P, F ) reveals at most one real file key k ∈ K.
On the other hand, since there are at most C owners of each file, each of whom

has an equivalent file key, seeing one key increases the probability of S by at
C
most |K|
to decrypt each Fb correctly. Let the advantage of S in case 2 be 0S .
With the union bound we have
S ≤

2C · Ne
+ 0S
|F|

(6)

To further analyze 0S , two types of adversaries are considered in the following
proof.
1. Adversaries that recover the complete session key generated after the PAKE
phase involving at least one honest client. We call these adversary as type 1
adversaries.
2. Adversaries do not recover any complete session keys generated by one honest clients but respond to the Test(). We call these adversary as type 2
adversaries.
With a simple probability argument, it can be deducted that
0S ≤ 1 + 2

(7)

where 1 is the advantage of type 1 adversary and 2 the advantage of type 2
adversary. Furthermore, we assume that the hash function is simulated by the
challenger and all files are of equal length.
With the analysis above, we prove Theorem 2 by proving the following 2
lemmas.
Lemma 1 (Bounding of the advantage of the type 1 adversary) If there exists
any type 1 adversary A1 with advantage 1 and running time t1 , then there also
exists a passive PAKE adversary B with advantage B and running time tB ≈ t1
such that 1 ≤ B .
Proof. (lemma 1) B can give the transcript of the Test-session to A1 and obtain
the session key skA1 recovered by A1 . B then outputs (skA1 = kb ).
Note that in our protocol, if the session key is leaked to A1 , then the encryption
key kF is also leaked to A1 and vise versa. The confidentiality of kF is the basis
of the remaining proof.
Lemma 2 (Bounding of the advantage of the type 2 adversary) If there exists
any type 2 adversary A2 with advantage 2 and running time t2 , then there also
exists a IND-KPA adversary A with advantage A and running time tA ≈ t2
 l 2

sh
2|F|2 · A .
such that 2 ≤ 2qH
Proof. (lemma 2) Game 0 . This is the original game ExpSDoE
S,ΠPAKE,re-enc (λ).
0
A2 = AdvGame
(λ)
S

(8)

Game 1. If any of the files F0 , F1 chosen by S when querying Test() has a unique
short hash value, abort the game. We add this rule since in our protocol since
the short hash is also stored as part of the ciphertext. If any sh(Fj ) is unique,
S can simply learn Fj by computing and comparing the short hash values of all
file candidates. Fix Fj and let CollSH be the event that sh(Fj ) does equal to
some other sh(Fi ), Fi ∈ F. Then Pr[CollSH] = 2qlH
. Thus we have
sh
P r[∃Fi , Fk ∈ F, Fi 6= F0 ∧ Fk 6= F1 :
sh(Fi ) = sh(F0 ) ∧ sh(Fk ) = sh(F1 )] ≥

 q 2
H
2lsh

(9)

Therefore we have
0
AdvGame
(λ) ≤
S



2lsh
qH

2

1
(λ)
AdvGame
S

(10)

Note that lsh is sub-polynomial in λ so the loss factor is not exponential.
Game 2. We add another abort rule. The challenger guesses 2 files j, k. If
{Fj , Fk } =
6 {F0 , F1 } , abort the game. Thus
2

2
AdvSGame 1 (λ) ≤ (|F|) AdvGame
(λ)
S

(11)

Now we show how to construct A against ΠEnc from S. A can guess {F0 , F1 }
since Game 2 does not abort. At the setup phase, A includes the public parameters of ΠEnc in ΠPAKE,re-enc public parameters, queries for her own challenge
ciphertext Cb with {m0 = F0 , m1 = F1 } in her IND-KPA game. A fixes this
Cb as the ciphertext of F0 and use other random keys (conformant to security
parameter) to encrypt all other files as described in the model and this protocol.
The Send and RegisterCorrupt queries can be answered as in the proof for
security against compromised client. For AccessDB, A simply gives S all the
ciphertexts and owner lists at that time. Whenever a query from S results in
an observable database change (i.e., new ciphertexts are added or new owners
are added to files), A updates the server state and gives the ciphertext and/or
the changed owner lists to S. For Execute(pid, P, F) with F ∈
/ {F0 , F1 }, A can
use the homomorphic property of ΠEnc to correctly generate all the transcript.
Since A knows all other keys and ciphertexts, A can answer all the queries from
S.
If S queries Test(), A replies with Cb of her own and outputs whatever S
outputs. Since the probability that A correctly simulates the SDoE-game for S
is exactly 21 , we have
2
AdvGame
(λ) ≤ 2A
S

By combining (8) to (12), we have proved Lemma 2.
By combining (6), (7) and the two lemmas, we have proved Theorem 2.

(12)

Upload
C: F
sh ← SH(F )
h ← H(F )

S: Φ

{Ci : Fi , kFi }

sh
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If sh = shi
PAKE request
−−−−−−−−−−−→
({ki }, {ki0 }) ← PAKE(h, {hi })
⇐==========================⇒
{ki = kiL ||kiR }
0
0
{kiL
, (kiR
⊕ ri ), (ri ⊕ kFi )}a
←−−−−−−−−−−−

{kiL }
−−−−−−−−−−−→
0
If ∃ kjL and kjL
0
s.t. kjL = kjL
dedup := true
keep (rj ⊕ kFj )
0
e := (kjR
⊕ rj )
Else
dedup := false
e := r0

e, j
←−−−−−−−−−−−
kF := e ⊕ kjR
c ← E(kF , F )
f id ← H(c)
c
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If c 6= cj
dedup := false
Store c

Download
C: f id

S: Φ
f id
−−−−−−−−−−−→
If dedup is true and
F becomes popular:
c := (cj , rj ⊕ kFj )
c
←−−−−−−−−−−−

kF :=
kF ⊕ (rj ⊕ kFj )
a

ri is chosen by Ci at random.

Fig. 3. PAKE-based deduplication on popular files.

0
0
{ki0 = kiL
||kiR
}

4.2

PAKE-based deduplication on popular files

Our second scheme (ΠPAKE,popular ) is shown in Figure 3. It tries to avoid using
public-key operations to encrypt the entire file. The penalty is that it only deduplicates popular files. The idea is the same as ΠPAKE,re-enc , except that instead of
deleting the duplicated files directly, S keeps them until they become popular.
Note that, for unpopular files, the views of both S and C are similar to those
in ΠPAKE,re-enc , except that XOR is used to replace addition and subtraction and
a symmetric-key encryption scheme E() is used to replace F ·g kF . So the security
argument for ΠPAKE,re-enc still holds for unpopular files here.
Deduplication effectiveness will be negatively affected if only popular files
are deduplicated. In the next section, we show that this affection is small via
simulations with realistic datasets.

5

Simulation

The authors in [13] did a realistic simulation to measure the deduplication effectiveness of ΠPAKE . They used a dataset comprising of Android application
popularity data to represent the predominance of media files. We follow their
simulation but with two improvements.
First, we expanded the data set to a more reasonable size since their dataset
is relatively small (7 396 235 “upload requests” in total, of which 178 396 are
for distinct files). In order to measure how the system behaves as the number
of unique files increases, a larger dataset is needed. Since such data was not
available, we used the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling (SMOTE) Technique [8]
to generate extra samples. Given a set of input samples and the amount of
required over-samplings, SMOTE performs the following for each input sample:
1. Compute x nearest neighbors for the input sample.
2. Randomly choose a neighbor and a point on the line segment joining the
input sample to the selected neighbor. This point is a new, generated sample.
3. Repeat step 2 until the requested amount of over-sampling has been reached.
For example, if the amount of needed over-sampling is 200%, it will be repeated twice.
We used the (file size, popularity) pairs of the original dataset as the input
samples in the SMOTE algorithm. The amount of over-sampling was 500% and
for each input sample five nearest neighbors were considered when the new samples were computed. The hashes for the synthetic samples were chosen randomly.
These new samples were combined with the samples from the original dataset
into a expanded dataset. The expanded dataset contains 110 942 571 files of
which 2 675 917 are unique. See Figure 4 for the file popularities of the original
dataset and the expanded dataset.
Second, we adjust the distribution of upload request to better reflect the real
world cases. In [13], they map the dataset to a stream of upload requests by
generating the request in random order, i.e., a file that has x copies generates x
upload requests that are uniformly distributed during the simulation. We argue

10 6
File popularity in media dataset
File popularity in extended media dataset

Number of Upload Requests
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5

10 4

10 3
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10 0
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10 2
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10 6

10 8

File ID

Fig. 4. File popularity.
that this cannot precisely capture the upload stream in real world: a file usually
has less upload requests when it was generated, and becomes increasingly popular
(more and more people hold it). To capture this case, we assume the upload
requests of a single file follows normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ) where µ and σ are
chosen randomly. Specifically, for a file Fi that has xi total copies, the number
−

(t−µi )2
2

of copies of Fi uploaded at time point t is yi = σ √1 2π e 2σi xi . Then the total
P i
number of files uploaded at time point t is
yi and we assume that they are
uploaded in random order. We do this for all time points and measure the final
deduplication percentage.
Parameters. We follow [13], setting the number of possible files as 825 000,
lsh = 13 and (nRL + n0RL ) = 100 (i.e., a C will run PAKE at most 100 times
for a certain file as both uploader and checker). We use these parameters in
our simulations and measure deduplication effectiveness using the dedpulication
percentage ρ:
ρ = (1 −

N umber of all f iles in storage
) · 100%
T otal number of upload requests

(13)

Rate limiting. We first assume that all Cs are online during the simulation
and all files will be deduplicated (not limited to popular files). We run simulations with different combinations of RLu and RLc that satisfies RLu +RLc =
100, to see how selecting specific values for rate limits affects the deduplication
effectiveness. Figure 5 shows that setting RLu = RLc = 50 maximises ρ to be
94.85%, which is close to the perfect deduplication percentage of 97.59%.
Offline rate. Note that Cs cannot participate in the deduplication protocol
if they are offline, which may negatively affect deduplication effectiveness. To
estimate this impact, we assign an offline rate to each C as its probability to be
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Fig. 5. Dedup. percentage VS. rate limits.

offline during one run of the deduplication protocol. We set rate limits RLu = 50
and RLc = 50, and measured ρ by varying the offline rate. Figure 7 shows that
ρ is still reasonably high even for for relatively high offline rates of up to 70%,
but drops quickly beyond that.
Popularity threshold. By far the simulation results is for ΠPAKE,re-enc . Recall that ΠPAKE,popular only deduplicates popular files which have a number of
copies that are larger than a threshold, called popularity threshold. To investigate how this strategy affects deduplication effectiveness, we set rate limits
RLu = 50(RLc = 50), offline rate as 0.5, and run the simulation with different popularity thresholds. Figure 7 shows that ρ drops quickly if the popularity
thresholds is larger than 32.

6

Related Work

The first proposed SDoE scheme is convergent encryption (CE) [10], which uses
H(F ) as a key to encrypt F , where H() is a publicly known cryptographic hash
function. In this way, different copies of F result in the same ciphertext. However,
a compromised passive S can easily perform an offline brute-force attack over
a predictable file. Bellare et al. recently formalized CE and proposed messagelocked encryption (MLE) and its interactive version (iMLE) [2], which uses a
semantically secure encryption scheme but produces a deterministic tag [4]. So
it still suffers from the same attack. More recent work has attempted to improve MLE in several respects. Qin et al. [16] and Lei et al. [12] made MLE
support Rekeying to protect key compromise and enable dynamic access control
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Fig. 6. Dedup. percentage VS. offline rates.
in the cloud storage. Zhao and Chow [20] proposed updatable MLE so that an
encrypted file F can be efficiently updated with O(log|F |) computational cost.
However, none of these improvements is able to make MLE secure against offline
brute-force attack.
DupLESS is a SDoE scheme that improves the security of CE against offline
brute-force attacks [3]. In the key generation phase of CE, they introduce another
secret which is provided by an third party and identical for all Cs. It adopts
oblivious PRF to make sure that Cs generate their keys without revealing their
files, or letting the Cs learn anything about the secret. Duan [11] and Shin [17]
later used decentralized architectures to distributed the trust of the third party
in DupLESS.
Cloudedup is a SDoE scheme that introduces a third party for encryption and
decryption [15]. Stanek et al. propose another SDoE scheme that only deduplicates popular files [19]. Alternatively, Dang and Chang [9] proposed a trusted
hardware based SDoE that encrypts files using a randomized encryption scheme
under the seal key inside enclave, and uses a privacy-preserving comparison
scheme to remove duplicates in the storage. They further use differential privacy
to guarantee that the aggregate information is not exposed by the traffic analysis. However, all the above approaches are vulnerable to the online brute-force
attacks.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we revisited the problem of secure deduplication of encrypted data
(SDoE). We proposed a formal security model for this problem. We also proposed
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two single-server SDoE protocols and proved their security in our model. We
showed that both of them can achieve reasonable deduplication effectiveness via
simulations with realistic datasets.
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